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CMC 9000
Envelope-Inserting machine

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
CMC 9000

PC ADD CONTROLLER

PC REGIA SYSTEM

Minimum Envelope Format 100 x 200 mm

Maximum Envelope Format 160x250 mm

Maximum Thickness 8 mm

Maximum mechanical speed
30.000 envelopes/hour (C6/5)
26.000 envelopes/hour (C5)

PC REGIA is CMC-developed remote supervision controller for multiple CMC lines capable of managing, 
splitting, merging multiple complex jobs across several PC ADD controllers.
- Duplicates checking between lines
- Up to 10 CMC inserting lines
- Monitoring lines in real time
- Up to 10 different jobs at the same time
- Job assignment and management (i.e. duplicates checking and reprinting)
- Data and Mail stream Integrity
- Web-based global statistics

PC ADD is CMC developed Line Controller available in all main international languages for:

Document handling
- Barcode readers 
(matching, tracking, 
sequence control, 
no read, lot control)
- Addressing
- Sorting
- Read & Print

Data Integrity
- Reports
- Logs
- Database update

Management of
File-based production
- Selectivity
- Zip-Code breaks
- Printing and despatch 
labels for the carrier
- Mixed/small bundle
management

Management of
CMC line devices
- Feeders (Selectivity,
No stop system,
Flip-Flop system,
Live back up, etc)
- Stackers/Traying, Systems
- Rejects,
- Printers (up to 8 printheads 
simultaneously, R&P)

Optimized for DL, C5 high volume Transactional jobs.   
High capacity insert feeders and an extra high capacity 
envelope feeder combined with a “straight-line” design, 
insert and envelope feeders are located on operator side 
of system over the main collation track, making them 
easily accessible for loading.  The inserting area has been 
designed to be simple with straightforward adjustments 
and access. 

Input channels are optimized for low to medium page 
counts.  Optional automatic reprint capabilities allow any 
rework to be completed concurrently with job.  

These features translate into higher productivity, 
significant reduction in rework and improved ability to 
meet required level of service, allowing the CMC 9000 
to deliver the lowest cost per piece for high volume 
applications. 

High speed does not mean versatility is compromised: 
vacuum output table allows easy mounting of inkjet 
printing for simple addressin

CMC HIGH VOLUME
TRANSACTIONAL  SOLUTIONS

Optimize logistics and expedite the sorting process
CMC Automatic Traying System puts the mailpieces 
into postal trays or boxes and automates the labor 
intensive process of traying mail according to postal 
regulations and discounts
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CMC 9000 is the fastest envelope-inserting 
machine among CMC high-speed inserting solutions.
Designed for long lasting operation, the system has 
controls to assure transactional mailpiece quality 
and integrity, efficiency and low operating costs for 
high production volumes.
Patented insertion area increases speed to 30,000 
envelopes per hour by pre-staging the next envelope 
to be inserted.  Simplicity in the design is maintained, 
where a single continuous motion transport inserts 
collated documents into the envelope and then 
drives the filled envelope to the output section.

CMC 9000 Features:
- Robust construction for dependable service
- Automated paper handling processes
- Low maintenance costs and ease of serviceability
- Optimization of every machine cycle

- Capability to process wide variety of applications  
 at high speed with high integrity
- Vacuum belt output table for straightforward   
 installation of ink-jet addressing systems.

Operator friendly design:
· Hopper height allows easy loading 
 with high insert stack
· Touch panel control for set-up
· Format changes can be made in under 5 
 minutes with easy tool less adjustments
· Automatic rejection of collation errors 
 keeps system running
· Tracking control for each document

Insert Feeder 
Insert feeder featuring suction cups, 
double gripper and CMC rotary drum. 
Feeders can be paired such that 
if the primary feeder runs low on 
material, the second feeder can begin 
feeding the same material. Minimum 
thickness: sheet 70gsm; Maximum 
thickness: 8mm
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Disk Attachment
Used for bound paper 
or folded inserts where 
the orientation requires 
feeding from the open 
edge adjacent to the 
folded/bound edge

03
Bulk Loader
Roll-up unit can be moved 
to different feeders to 
greatly increase the 
productivity of the CMC 
9000 by automatically 
loading the hopper for 
continued feed.

04
Envelope Autoloader
With  a loading capacity of 
more than 1.500 envelopes,  
the envelope autoloader  
reduces time and frequency 
for envelope re-loading and 
enables  efficient operation 
of machine

05
Ink Jet Addressing
Vacuum belt for ink-jet 
addressing. CMC control 
systems guarantees 
consistency and 
correspondence with the 
mail content

Duplex Printing Control
CMC special system to
read the Code on front and
reverse of the document to 
check printing consistency
of the statement and 
detect any printing 
mismatch.

Reading Systems
Integrated reading 
capabilities to read and check 
the sequence of barcodes. 
It  guarantees for secure 
throughput and correct 
fulfillment. CMC PC ADD can 
manage any readable code.
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CMC 9000
Maximizing  productivity with full integrity

1F Speed Channel
Input Channel to process 
cut sheets: 50.000 
documents/hour.

Cutting Channel
Input channel from 2UP 
continuous forms: up to 
72.000 documents/hour.

Combined Channel
Input Channel combining both cut sheets 
and 1UP or 2UP continuous forms,  or  2 
continuous forms. Each input can be 
run independently or at the same time 
synchronised. Possibility to work same 
paper or different substrates.

Cutting 3UP Channel
Input channel to assemble 
sets from 30” continuous 
forms: up to 90.000 
documents/hour.

Input Channels

Output Solutions

CMC Input Channels  provide document 
processing from either cut sheet or 
continuous form input for high volume 
applications. Options exist to handle 
almost any application from low to high 
page counts, folding, stitching, 1-up 
to 3-up continuous forms, range of 
substrates. All are constructed to match 
the same 24/7 operation, high reliability, 
high efficiency and low maintenance 
of the base system to which they are 
connected.

CMC offers a variety of delivery options to 
meet with different finishing and sorting 
requirements.
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